Dr. Mark McHenry presents at the IEEE Broadcast Symposium

Vienna, VA — Dr. Mark McHenry, President of Shared Spectrum Company (SSC) presented a talk on “Electronic News Gathering Spectrum Sharing System” at the IEEE Broadcast Symposium meeting held on October 9-11, 2018 in Arlington, VA. The presentation goal was to obtain broadcaster feedback and support for SSC’s spectrum sharing approach between Department of Defense systems and commercial Electronic News Gathering systems operating in the 2025 MHz spectrum band. SSC’s Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) sensing technique provides many cost, performance and operational advantages compared to alternate methods.

About Shared Spectrum Company
Founded in 2000, SSC is a leading developer of spectrum intelligence technologies. Based in Vienna, Virginia, the company has developed innovative cognitive radio technologies for wireless applications in a broad range of the frequency bands. Additional information is available at www.sharedspectrum.com.
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